PyCharm 131.91 Release Notes
No subsystem
PY-10735 (Task)

Map help button of the Invert Boolean dialog

PY-9488 (Bug)

Local python interpretator configure

WEB-9021 (Bug)

Several plugins are incompatible in the current build

VIM-552 (Bug)

IdeaVim bindings override normal shell key bindings when in PyCharm SSH console

CSS
WEB-9017 (Feature)

CSS: don't report vendor-prefixed CSS properties as unknown if a non-prefixed property is
added to custom properties list

WEB-6582 (Usability
Problem)

Move "text-decoration" color-values to the bottom of completion list

WEB-8898 (Bug)

CSS: support 'local' value of the 'background-attachment' property

CocoaPods
OC-7947 (Bug)

CocoaPods: exception after removing a pod

Code Insight
PY-6932 (Feature)

Support for Gtk+ 3 dynamic modules

PY-7535 (Usability
Problem)

Specify return type: intention is not available at the end of the function name

PY-5131 (Bug)

Unresolved reference in PyQt for QtGui module

Code Navigation
IDEA-112779 (Exception)

ISE at com.intellij.ide.util.gotoByName.ChooseByNameBase.getNames

Console
PY-10737 (Bug)

Terminal background color

Debugger
WEB-6780 (Usability
Problem)

JS Debugger / Variables: "Jump to Source" not working

WEB-7511 (Usability
Problem)

"Evaluate Expression" window does not build correct path to currently selected object node

WEB-8064 (Bug)

Debugger: Pause Program button is not working

WEB-9099 (Bug)

JavaScript debug issue - WebStorm 131.24

WEB-8151 (Bug)

Debugger: in case of same-named files debugger stops at line in wrong file

WEB-8126 (Bug)

windows: Debugger, CoffeeScript: breakpoints are not hit if js and coffee files are in different
directories

Diagrams
PY-10732 (Bug)

Django Model Dependency Diagram does not show all models

Django
PY-9003 (Bug)

Strange autocompletion in django template (for loop )

PY-9640 (Bug)

settings module as directory

PY-9777 (Bug)

?????

PY-4563 (Bug)

Autocomplete doesn`t work for chaining filters with manager specified

PY-10638 (Bug)

String references to related models incorrectly treated as import paths

PY-10639 (Bug)

Variables declared in template {% with %} tag should take precedence over context variables

PY-8493 (Bug)

Missing support for Django settings submodules

PY-5261 (Bug)

Django: navigation in INSTALLED_APPS is not available for compount variables

PY-7908 (Bug)

Editor reports 'Unknown Reference' to urls when urls is a module instead of a file

PY-8204 (Bug)

Django: rename variable passed to template with locals call doesn't update variables in
template

PY-7411 (Bug)

Duplicated unresolved reference warning in popup for django view in urlpatterns

PY-7406 (Bug)

Urls.py does not introspect views package

PY-10516 (Bug)

False positive syntax error in django templates in style property

PY-9622 (Bug)

Django urls.py patterns view='xxx' not recognized as a method name

Editor. Editing Text
IDEA-99897 (Bug)

When "block caret" mode is on, after deleting a character at the end of a line, the character
deleted appears in inverse

File Watchers
WEB-7825 (Bug)

Memory\Threads leaks

WEB-9084 (Bug)

File Watcher: Compass: wrong default settings

WEB-7547 (Bug)

File watcher doesn't close properly less.cmd - node.exe stays in processes

HTML
WEB-8988 (Feature)

Return "open in browser" in context menu

WEB-8731 (Bug)

HTML parser breaks with unquoted complex attributes

Inspections
PY-8823 (Feature)

Enforce PEP 8 naming conventions

PY-4650 (Feature)

Inspection for variable redefinition

PY-10746 (Feature)

Shadowed names from outer scopes inspection

PY-9724 (Feature)

Notice about abstract methods and properties

PY-8672 (Feature)

Ignore settings for shadowing built-ins inspection

PY-10738 (Cosmetics)

Description of an inspections is incomplete

PY-10660 (Bug)

Type-check incorrect for unpack method of Struct objects

PY-9263 (Bug)

Move attribute to init method: add super class call when moving to not yet existing init

PY-10755 (Bug)

PyCharm mark some statements with side effects as "has no effect"

PY-9598 (Bug)

Add docstring parameter **kwargs

PY-10164 (Bug)

Invalid warning for shadowing built-in for class variable

JavaScript
WEB-972 (Bug)

Download JS libraries: correctly handle files deletion/appearance

WEB-8562 (Bug)

JS incorrect "Unresolved variable"

WEB-9020 (Bug)

Good code red - AngularJS

WEB-9049 (Bug)

JSDoc: properties of a type defined with named @typedef not resolved

JavaScript.
Inspections
WEB-8548 (Feature)

Add warning/inspection for two consecutive commas in JavaScript array

WEB-9000 (Bug)

JSHint: es3 option isn't recognized

WEB-8993 (Bug)

Method not implemented appears after adding @implements

LESS
WEB-8703 (Feature)

LESS: Double click on @import entry in Structure View should open that file

Live Edit
WEB-1780 (Task)

remember last scroll position on page reload

WEB-8367 (Bug)

Live Edit not working properly with Jade File Watcher

Node.js
WEB-1879 (Bug)

Autocomplete and refactoring should omit file extension in require() statement

WEB-8775 (Bug)

Node.js: Create Directory inspection should correctly name folder

WEB-9008 (Bug)

NPM: CCE is thrown on reordering columns in the packages list

Packaging
PY-5654 (Feature)

Uninstall package should warn if the package I try to uninstall is a dependency for another
installed package

Plugin: Deployment
_ FTP..
WI-715 (Feature)

Consider keeping deployment paths config in files that are under version control

WI-4935 (Usability
Problem)

User should be able to un-default a Deployment Server

WI-19787 (Bug)

Multiple mapping with multiple roots deployment doesn't see one root

Plugin: ini4idea
WI-19904 (Bug)

ini4idea plugin version 131.8. at 20130829 do not compatible with IDEA11

Pyramid
PY-10733 (Cosmetics)

Path separators look differently

PY-10740 (Bug)

Error trying to create new Pyramid project

Refactoring
PY-8485 (Bug)

Move module: breaks imports in doctests

SASS
WEB-9147 (Usability
Problem)

Map help ID for the Compass Support settings page

WEB-9140 (Bug)

Compass support: correctly remove compass library

WEB-9138 (Bug)

Compass support: add_import_path: recognize paths correctly

WEB-6452 (Bug)

SASS suggests functions at the top, instead of property values

WEB-9145 (Exception)

Compass support: AE on project closing with running compiler

Skeletons
PY-4120 (Bug)

PyQt: unresolved reference: false positive for new-style sygnals

Stylus
WEB-9066 (Bug)

Stylus: Completion: no selectors should be shown outside code block

WEB-9035 (Bug)

Stylus: IAE is thrown on changing color via color preview box

WEB-9048 (Bug)

Stylus: Completion: do not add colon

WEB-9125 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: return with conditional if

WEB-8994 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: second colon is highlighted in the minified CSS Literal rule

WEB-8991 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize and reformat add-property function content correctly

WEB-9016 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize and Reformat Code with if/else statements correctly

WEB-8999 (Bug)

Stylus: turn off W3C validation for the built-in functions

WEB-9096 (Bug)

Stylus: disable W3C validator

WEB-9095 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: subscript brackets before operators inside if statement

WEB-9094 (Bug)

Stylus: Reformat Code: operators are incorrectly formatted

WEB-9026 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code and Reformat Code: complex iteration

WEB-9024 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code and Reformat Code: for/in with placeholder selectors

WEB-9028 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code and Reformat Code: function arguments

WEB-8963 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize multiple font types declared in the @font-face

WEB-8964 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize @media

WEB-9037 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize quotes inside url property

WEB-9087 (Bug)

Stylus: Reformat Code: interpolation is broken

WEB-8972 (Bug)

Stylus: return statement is highlighted as unknown

WEB-9040 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize in operator inside conditionals

WEB-9127 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: CSS literal with empty selector

WEB-8949 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize interpolation

WEB-9050 (Bug)

Stylus: Completion: should work inside indented code block

WEB-8942 (Bug)

Stylus: Red code: recognize brackets

Task Management

IDEA-110012 (Bug)

Not all Redmine Issues Available on "Open Task" (Limited to 100?)

Test Runner
PY-7591 (Usability
Problem)

Unclear naming for unittest run configurations

TextMate Bundles
RUBY-14166 (Bug)

IDE Color Schemes are duplicated in the Settings | TextMate Bundles

TypeScript
WEB-9053 (Bug)

TypeScript generics wrong syntax check

WEB-8512 (Bug)

Incorrectly flagging "Potentially invalid usage of this" in TypeScript file when using nested
lambda expressions

WEB-8884 (Bug)

support for typescript typeof

WEB-2004 (Bug)

TypeScript: refactor/rename for interface field doesn't update object literal

WEB-8933 (Bug)

Typescript: should be possible to disable "Unresolved Variable" inspection

WEB-6833 (Bug)

Bad code green: signature of method doesn't match base class

WEB-9091 (Bug)

Typescript editor become unusable. Problem with cyclic dependencies, StackOverflowError.
Exception in Plugin JavaScript Support.

WEB-9141 (Bug)

TypeScript Generics bug (good code red)

User Interface
IDEA-112669 (Bug)

Project View: "Wide selection" broken

IDEA-113130 (Bug)

Project View on Mac: text is invisible under selection

IDEA-113150 (Bug)

Balloon shadow looks bad under Retina

IDEA-113175 (Exception)

Expanding nodes in Variables(Debug tools window) while debug application throws exception

User
Interface.Darcula
IDEA-113071 (Bug)

File Colors feature doesn't work in ProjectView under Darcula

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEA-112422 (Bug)

IDEA calls "p4 add -f -n <filepath>" for excluded files in output folders

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-112805 (Feature)

Subversion1.8: MergeFrom... should work

IDEA-112729 (Bug)

Subversion1.8: FileIsChangedOnServer notification is not shown

IDEA-105361 (Bug)

Subversion: Compare action doesn't work for revisions in History after path rename

IDEA-112719 (Bug)

Subversion1.8: ComparePropertiesWithLocal doesn't work

IDEA-112869 (Bug)

Subversion: can't connect to https repository with untrusted certificate using command line
client

Web2Py

PY-10762 (Bug)

Web2Py view formatting issues

